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ABSTRACT. This paper presents a simple method for selecting optimal sections for 
members of skeletal structures from an initially given set of sections. This is an exten
sion of evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) to the sizing optimization problem with 
discrete design variables. Member sensitivity index for section sizing is derived from the 
optimality criterion. Optimization process is an iterative process of analysis, sensitivity 
calculation and section selection until optimality criterion is satisfied or constraints are vio
lated. The proposed optimization procedure has been implemented into a structural analysis 
and optimization program called FEMOPT written on MATLAB programming language. 
Illustrative examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

1. Introduction 

In design of skeletal structures (trusses, frames), member sections must be se
lected from an initially given set of sections. This is clear for steel structures where 
sections have to be chosen from available range produced by manufacturers. Select
ing optimal sections for members to minimize the weight (or cost) of a structure is 
always the desire of any designer and this can be achieved by employing a structural 
optimization method. However, due to complexity of structural optimization when 
dealing with real problems and not popularity of optimization software packages, 
the problem is usually solved by trying several sets of member sections and choose 
the best among them [1] . The obvious limitation of this "trial" method is not able 
to identify the optimal solution if it is not included in trial sets. 

Based on idea of Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) for shape and 
topology optimization of plates under stress consideration proposed by Y. M. Xie and 
G. P. Steven [2], the author has developed ESO methods for plate and truss topology 
optimization [3 , 4, 5, 6] and for optimal design of plate with discrete thicknesses 
[7], where the objective is the minimum weight and constraints are imposed on 
displacements. Illustrative examples provided in these works show the simplicity 
and efficiency of the proposed methods. 

This paper presents an extension of ESO methods to frame sizing optimization 
problem with discrete variables, i.e. member sections must be chosen from an ini
tially given set of sections. The optimization problem can be stated as following 

By selecting sections for members from a given set of sections, 
minimize the weight of the structure 
subject to constraints imposed on some displacement components 
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The most difficulty in this problem is that the general member section have to 
be defined by several dimensions, therefore one member may relate to several design 
variables. This destroys separability of the problem and makes more difficulties in 
deriving optimality criterion. Using member weights as intermediate variables will 
overcome this difficulty. One member relate to only one design variable, offering 
more convenience in deriving optimality criterion and member sensitivity analysis. 

2. Sensitivity analysis 

2.1. Effect of member section sizing on displacements 
Consider a skeletal structure comprising n members. When the ith member 

changes its section to the next smaller or larger section, the weight and stiffness 
matrix of the ith member as well as the weight and stiffness matrix of the whole 
structure will take the following changes 

(2.1) 

and 

(2.2) 

where wi, [Ki] and [K] are weight , stiffness matrix of ith member and stiffness of the 
structure before sizing; w;, [Ki]* and [K*] are weight , stiffness matrix of i th member 
and stiffness of the structure after sizing, respectively,. 

Considering equilibrium equations before sizing 

[K]{u} = {P} (2.3) 

and after sizing 

[K + D.K]{u + D.u} = {P}. (2.4) 

By assuming that load vector remains unchanged { D.P} = 0 and ignoring higher 
order member, the change in the displacement vector is as 

{D.u} = -[K]-1 [D.K]{u}. (2 .5) 

Introduce a virtual unit load {Fj} , where the lh component equals unity and others 
are set to zeros. From (2.5) , the change in uj by changing section of the ith member 
will be 

where { uJ} is called as a virtual displacement vector , which is solution of equation 
(2.3) for the unit load . Reminding (2.2) , we have 

(2.7) 
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where { ui} and { uij} are real and virtual displacement vectors of the ith element, 
which can be extracted from the real displacement vector { u} and virtual displace
ment . vector { uJ}. 

By using the unit load method, a displacement component at a given point can 
be calculated by formula 

where 

n 

Uj = L:aij 
i=l 

(2.8) 

(2 .9) 

is the element virtual energy, which is also called as the ith element contribution to 
Uj . 

Assuming the change in displacements are small, the change in element virtual 
energies can be approximated by the quantity 

~O'.ij = a ;j - a i j = { uij}T[Ki]* { ui} - { uij}T[Ki]{ ui} = { uij}T[~Ki]{ ui} (2.10) 

Comparing (2.7) and (2.10), we have 

~Uj = -{ uij}T[~Ki]{ ui} = -~Cl'.ij (2.11) 

Thus, the change in the specified displacement, in absolute values, is approx
imated by the change in the element virtual energy when the element change its 
section. Formula (2.11) provides an easy way to evaluate the effect of element sec
tion sizing on displacements. 

It is obvious that reducing section of the element with small ~aij will make small 
change in the displacement. When all element can be reduced by the same amount 
of weight , reduction of the element with smallest value l~aijl is the best choice, 
because the resulting structure will have the same weight while the displacement 
results in the least change. When elements change their weights differently by section 
reduction, the efficiency of section reduction also depends on change of element 
weight. Comparing two elements with the same values of l~aijl , it is obvious that 
section reduction of the element resulting in more weight reduction will produce a 
lighter weight structure with the same displacement. It is clear that section reduction 
of element with smaller ratio l~aijl/l~wil is more efficient. To understand the 
physical meaning of ratio l~aijl/l~wil, consider the original optimization problem 
using Lagrange multiplier approach for derivation of optimality criterion. 

2.2. Member section sizing sensitivity index 
a) Single displacement constraint. Consider a problem of minimization of the 

structural weight 
n 

(2.12) 
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subjected to a constraint imposing on a single displacement component given as 

lu·I - u* < 0 J J - (2.13) 

where uj is the limiting value for absolute value of displacement ui . The Lagrangian 
of the problem is as 

(2.14) 

where ,\ is a Lagrange multiplier. 
In general, beam section can be described by several dimensions (section depth, 

flange width, flange thickness , web thickness ... ) , which means that several design 
variables have to be defined for one member. To preserve separability of the problem 
and generality of discussion, we choose the element weights wi ( i = 1, n) as inter
mediate variables. Taking derivatives of Lagrangian by wi, the optimality criterion 
has the following form 

This can be approximated by 

1 - ,\lf::::.ujl=O (i=l , n) 
f::::.wi 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Taking into account formulas (2.1) and (2.11) which give the change in weight 
and displacement due to sizing element section, the optimality criterion (2.16) can 
be written in the following form 

l
f::::.a·· 1 1 

'Yi = !::::.~: = >: = const (i = 1, n) (2.17) 

Equation (2.17) expresses the following optimality criterion: at the optimal solution, 
absolute values of ratios between the changes in the element virtual energies and 
the element weights are equal for all elements. 

Investigations show that reducing the element with smallest 'Yi can create more 
uniform values of 'Yi , which means the resulting st ructure is more close to optimal 
solution. Iterative process of analysis and section reduction of elements with smallest 
values of 'Yi will result in lighter weight while displacements increase slowly. This 
means the value 'Yi can characterize effectiveness of element section reduction. 

Thus, the member (element) section sizing sensitivity index for a single con
straint, or simply the member sensitivity index, can be defined as 

(i = 1, n) (2.18) 
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It is noted that calculation of member sensitivity index by (2.18) is straight forward . 
Using a structural analysis package, by one run we can have real and virtual dis
placements for real and virtual unit loads. The changes in the element weight and 
element stiffness matrix is determined by assuming that the element section is going 
to change to the next smaller or larger available section in the given set . 

b) Multiple displacement constraints. For the weight minimization problem sub
jected to m displacement constraints 

(2.19) 

the Lagrangian will have the following form 

m 

L = W - L Aj(lujl - uj) (2.20) 
j=l 

where Aj (j = 1, m) are Lagrange multipliers. Optimality conditions are as 

oL aw Lm I OUj I Lm I OUj I . -=-- Aj- =1- Aj- =0 (i=l ,n) 
OW · OW· OW · OW · 

t t j=l t j=l t 

(2.21) 

where Aj > 0 for the active constraints luj l-uj = 0 and Aj = 0 for passive constraints 
lujl - uj < 0. Optimality conditions (2.21) can be approximated by 

~ 1.6.u · 1 1 - L Aj .6,u:. = 0 (i = 1, n) 
j=l t 

(2 .22) 

Taking into account (2.1) and (2.11), we have 

(2.23) 

or 

~ l.6.a ·· 1 T/i = L Aj .6.~1 = 1 
j=12 t 

(i = 1,n) (2.24) 

Formula (2.24) expresses an optimality criterion for multiple displacement con
straints as follows: at the optimal solution, the weighted sum of ratios between 
absolute changes in the element virtual strain energy and the element weight are 
equal to unity for all elements, where weighting parameters are Lagrange multi
pliers. Investigations show that reducing section of the element with the smallest 
value T/i will create a more uniform state of values T/i, producing a design closer to 
the optimal solution. 
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Thus, the member (element) section sizing sensitivity index for multiple con
straints, or simply the member sensitivity index, can be defined as 

(2.25) 

where /ij are defined by (2 .18) , which means that the member sensitivity index for 
multiple displacement constraints is the weighted sum of the member sensitivity 
indexes for each constraint, where weighting parameters are Lagrange multipliers. 

2.3. Determination of Lagrange multipliers 
The Lagrange multipliers can be determined by the iteration formula, the ratio 

formula or linear equations as discussed in [5]. The simplest way is to use the ratio 
formula 

. \. -- (-lujl ) l / b /\ (j = 1, m) 
J cpuj 

where b is a step size, cp is a constraint limit scaling parameter, defined by 

cp =max cp· =max (lujl) 
j=l,m J j=l,m u; 

(2.26) 

(2 .27) 

which is used to scale all constraint limits to make the most potential active con
straint become the active constraint . The use of constraint limit scaling will keep 
member sections (design variables) within the given set of sections (discrete values). 

3. Evolutionary optimization procedure 

The evolutionary optimization procedure for weight minimization subject to dis
placement constraints is as follows : 
Step 1. Choose the largest available sections for elements in the finite element model. 
Step 2. Analyse for real loads and virtual unit loads corresponding to constraints. 
Step 3. If any of constraints is violated, go to Step 7. Otherwise, go to Step 4. 
Step 4. Calculate sensitivity indexes /ij for all elements for every constraint. For 
multiple constraints, scale constraint limits , determine Lagrange multipliers and 
calculate sensitivity indexes T/i for all elements. 
Step 5. If all element sensitivity indexes are equal, i.e. optimality criterion is 
satisfied, go to Step 7. Otherwise, go to Step 6. 
Step 6. Reduce sections of a number of elements which have smallest sensitivity 
indexes and repeat Step 2 to Step 6. 
Step 7. Stop. Calculate effective weight for all obtained designs. Optimal solution 
is the one that has minimum effective weight. 

It is obvious, the proposed optimization procedure is an iterative process of 
three main steps: analysis, sensitivity calc:'.Ulation and section reduction. Initially, all 
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elements are assigned the largest available sections. After analysis, if constraints are 
violated, the process is terminated because it is not possible to obtain feasible designs 
by reducing member section. Further during optimization process, the members 
reached the smallest section are kept unchanged. 

Sensitivity indexes are calculated by assuming member sections change to the 
next smaller sections. When all sensitivity indexes are equal, i.e. the optimality 
criterion is satisfied, the optimal solution is reached. In other cases, the optimal 
solution is the one that has minimum effective weight and it may not be the last 
design just before the constraints are violated. The effective weight is the weight 
of the structure when the most active constraint reaches its limit. In the case of 
trusses, the effective weight is equal to the actual weight multiplying by limit scaling 
parameter t.p defined by (2.27). 

In the proposed procedure, the number of elements to be reduced their sections 
at each step should be identified. This can be done by one of the following ways: 

(1) by a number of elements; 
(2) by ratio (percentage) of the number of elements to be reduced at each step 

to total number of elements, which is called element changing ratio (ECR); 
(3) by material (weight) ratio to be removed from structure at each step, which 

is called material removal ratio (MRR). 
It should be noted that derivation of element sensitivity indexes are based on 

assumption that the change in displacements at each iteration are small. Therefore, 
we should choose ECR or MRR small enough to ensure gradual change in stiffness, 
so that displacements can change slowly. It is clear that the changes in displacements 
are not only depend on the number of elements to be reduced their sections, but also 
the rate of the change (how much the change) in section dimensions , which are called 
step size. For bars in trusses, the step size is a decrement of section area. In the case 
of beams in frames, where sections are defined by several dimensions, the decrement 
of member weight can be used as a common step size. When the step size increases, 
the amount of material to be removed from the structure increases, which makes 
larger changes in displacements even when the number of elements to be reduced 
their sections is unchanged. In this case, smaller ECR should be provided. It is 
observed that MRR closer relates to the change rate of displacements, so that MRR 
should be used for control the change rate of displacements between to successive 
iterations. In the author 's former work concerning plate optimization with discrete 
thicknesses [6], the values MRR = 1 % was used giving adequate results, so this value 
can also used for optimization of frames and trusses . 

4. Computer implementation: Frame analysis and optimization pro
gram FEMOPT 

A computer program for frame analysis and optimization, called FEMOPT (Fi
nite Element Method and Optimization) , has been developed for implementing the 
proposed evolutionary optimization procedure [8]. FEMOPT is built by using main 
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program with exchangeable subroutines (modules) approach and written by MAT
LAB programming tools with open source codes, which offers more flexibility for 
further development. 

FEMOPT (version 1.0) has two functions: static analysis and optimization. Sta
tic analysis function gives nodal displacements , support reactions and member end 
forces. Optimization function offers effective way for selecting optimal member 
sections from initially given sets of discrete sections. After each iteration, section 
distribution, structure's actual weight, values of constrained displacements , max
imum and minimum sensitivity indexes are kept in files. These data allow us to 
calculate the effective weight of obtained designs and identify the optimal design 
with the lightest effective weight. 

FEMOPT can analyse and optimize any arbitrary skeletal structure (plane or 
space frames, trusses) under multiple static loading conditions. Loads can be point 
forces or distributed loads. Boundary conditions may be given as fixed (zero) or 
prescribed (non-zero) displacements. Results can be output to files in numerical or 
in graphical format . 

Structural data (nodal coordinates, loads, boundary conditions, member connec
tion , material and section properties) are provided in the matrix format (MATLAB 
file) or the text formatted file (FEMOPT data file) similar to STRAND6 or SAP90 
data files. FEMOPT can even run on STRAND6 or SAP90 text formatted data file. 
This is very useful for comparing FEMOPT with STRAND6 or SAP90. Data for 
controlling optimization process (maximum number of iterations, number of virtual 
unit load cases, number of sizing elements / ECR / MRR, section group identifica
tions) are given in a separate file . In general, each member or each group of members 
can have its own set of allowable sections (section group). The initially given set 
of sections (comprising all section groups), virtual unit load cases corresponding to 
displacement constraints are input additionally into the structural data file . 

5. Examples 

5.1. Optimization of ten-bar truss 
Consider a ten bar truss given in Fig. 1 with dimension f, = 2 m, material proper

ties E = 2.1 x 1011 N/ m2 , p = 7800 kg/ m3 and point load P = 0.5 x 106 N. Member 
section areas can be assigned any value from the set A= {10, 15, 20, 25 , 30} (cm2 ). 

The problem is to seek optimal section area distribution so that the weight is mini
mized while keeping the absolute value of vertical displacement at loaded node 6 less 
than 5 cm. This is a typical example that was used by many researchers to examine 
optimization procedures [9 , 10] . 

The problem has one constraint under one load case. Besides the real load, we 
have to input a virtual unit load at node 6. The five different section areas are 
input in five different bar section properties in ascending order with identification 
numbers ranging from 1 to 5. Initially, all bars are assigned the largest section 
area A = 30 cm2 with section identification number 5. Using optimization program 
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FEMOPT with 4 bars having section areas reduced to the next lower values at each 
step. The optimization process is terminated after 12 iteration when all bars have 
the smallest section while the specified displacement is still less than the limit . Table 
1 gives the change in member section identification numbers. 

l + l ~1 
3 5 

l 

~ 
4 

fp 
Fig . 1. Ten bar truss 

Table 1. Member section identification numbers during optimization process 

Position Member section identification numbers at each iteration 
Bar (Ni-Ni) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 1-3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 1 
2 3-5 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 2-4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 1 
4 4-6 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 
5 3-4 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 5-6 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 1-4 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 
8 2-3 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 
9 3-6 5 5 5 5 5 5 - 4 3 2 1 1 1 
10 4-5 5 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

.:c 100% 
C'I 

~ 90% 
Cl) 
> u 00% 
Cl) 

:c 
0 7CJ% 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Design No. 

' Fig. 2. Effective weight during optimization process 
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• 

Fig . 3. Optimal section distribution 

To identify the optimal solution, we should calculate the effective weight of the 
truss at each step by scaling all section areas by a factor so that the vertical dis
placement at node 6 is at the limit value 5 cm. For trusses, the scaling parameter 
(factor) is equal to the ratio between the current and the limit values of constrained 
displacement. Fig. 2 shows the change in the effective weight during optimization 
process, where the minimum is reached at step 7, which is 79% of the initial effective 
weight . Thus, the optimal solution is the section distribution at step 7 as shown in 
Fig. 3, where thicker lines describe larger sections. 

For this example, using proposed evolutionary optimization procedure imple
mented in Program FEMOPT, we can obtain the optimal solution with the material 
saving of 21 % of initial weight. It should be noted that the uniform section distrib
utions with largest (at step 1) and smallest area (at step:12) are equivalent in terms 
of material utilization, but not the optimum. This means that the relative section 
distribution over the whole structure is more important than their absolute values. 
Therefore, where is appropriate, we can scale the all member sections by a factor 
to satisfy other constraints on stresses, member stability, .. . without destroying its 
optimality. 

5.2. Optimization of an arch bridge 
The problem is to seek an optimum design of an arch with given span and height . 

The design load are three point vertical loads P = 10 kN acting simultaneously at 
points A, B and C. Young's modulus E = 2 x 1011 Pa (N/m2

), p = 7800 kg/ m3 . 

Section areas are selected from the initial given set 
A= 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9; 1.0 (cm2

). 

The limit of 20 mm is imposed on vertical displacements at the loaded point. This 
optimization problem has three constraints under one load case. 

In this problem, a designer has large freedom to choose shape (nodal grid), 
topology (member connection), and member sections. To solve shape optimization 
problem is much more difficult because the nodes coordinates are changing and is 
not discussed here. Evolutionary method for truss topology optimization starting 
from an initially chosen ground structure has been given in works [5, 6], by which 
the optimal topology with uniform section areas for this arch bridge is found as 
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shown in Fig. 4. 

I 1.45 1 2.10 I 2.45 m I 

3m 3m 3m 3m 

Fig. 4. Optimal topology for the arch bridge [5, 6] 

0.45 m 

1.40m 

2.15 m 

Starting from this optimal topology, we try to seek optimal section distribution 
among members by using our proposed method. Ten sections with ten given areas 
are input in ascending order with section identification numbers ranging from 1 to 
10. Initially all members are assigned section identification No. 10 with the largest 
area. The displacement limit is set at 50 mm. Using FEM OPT with 4 members 
being reduced section to the next smaller sections, which equivalent to removing 
about 2 to 2.53 material from the structure. The change in the effective weight is 
given in Fig. 5. The minimum effective weight is reached at step 31, which is equal 
81,53 of the initial value. Fig. 6 shows the optimal section distribution for the arch 
bridge where the thicker lines describe the larger sections. Members in symmetrical 
places are changing similarly during the optimization process. 

100% -.c 
en 

95% 'G) 

== Q) 
90% > .. . ;; 

(,) 
Q) 

85% ·-.c 
0 

80% 

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 

Design No. 
Fig. 5. Effective weight during optimization process 

During optimization process, although the effective weight increase at some step, 
in general it decreases to the minimum value and than starts to increase. If the 
process is continued, sooner or later, all members will reach to the smallest section. 
With the material removal rate of 2 to 2.53 at each step , we can arrive to the 
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uniform section distribution with the smallest section at some step between 36 and 
45. 

8 

1 2 3 4 5 

Fig. 6. Optimal section distribution 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has presented a theoretical basics of an evolutionary optimization 
method for selecting optimal member sections for skeletal structures from an ini
tially given set of sections. Provided examples show the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. Optimization program FEMOPT can serve as a tool for optimal section de
sign of frames or trusses. FEM OPT developed on MATLAB environment with open 
source codes is suitable for research and training purposes in the field of structural 
analysis and design. 

This work was a result of Research Project B99-34-52 supported by Ministry of 
Education and Training and was improved by the support of Council for Natural 
Sciences of Vietnam. 
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VE MOT PHUONG PHAP LU A CHON TIET DIEN TOI uu . , ~ ' . ~ "" " . 
CHO CAC PHAN TU TRONG KET CAU H~ THANH 

Bai bao gi&i thi$u m9t phuang phap dcm gian cho phep h,ra chc.m tiet di~n t6i 
l!U cho cac phan tu cua ket cau h~ thanh tu t~p hqp tiet di~n cho tru&c. Day fa S\f 
ma r<)ng Cua phudng phap toi l!U tien hoa cho bai toan toi l!U tiet di$n ngang vai 
bien thiet ke rai r~c . Chi so d9 nh~y dung de thay doi tiet di~n phan tu duqc thiet 
l~p tu tieu chuan toi uu. Thu~t giai toi lrU fa qua trlnh l~p l~i cac bu&c phan tfch 
ket CaU, tfnh dQ nh<;ty phan tu Va thay doi tiet di~n cho den khi tieu chuan toi l!U 
duqc thoa man hay cac dieu ki$n rang bu()c b~ vi ph~m . Thu~t giru toi l!U duqc C\l 
the h6a thanh Chuang trlnh tfnh toan va toi uu ket cau FEMOPT viet bang c6ng 
C\l l~p trlnh MATLAB. Cac Vl d\l minh hQa cho thay hi~u qua cua phuang phap ae 
xuat. 
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